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“… Take heart … your faith has 
healed you. …” 

(Matthew 9:22. NIV) 

The key quotation for the Conference was taken from the story 
of Jesus healing a Leader’s daughter from Matthew 9:18-26.. 
Here is the Key Quotation in context:


Jesus Raises a Dead Girl and Heals a Sick Woman 
“18 While he was saying this, a synagogue leader came and 
knelt before him and said, “My daughter has just died. But 
come and put your hand on her, and she will live.”  
19 Jesus got up and went with him, and so did his disciples. 
20 Just then a woman who had been subject to bleeding for 
twelve years came up behind him and touched the edge of his 
cloak.  
21  She said to herself, “If I only touch his cloak, I will be 
healed.” 
22 Jesus turned and saw her. “Take heart, daughter,” he said, 

“your faith has healed you.” And the woman was healed at that moment. 
23 When Jesus entered the synagogue leader’s house and saw the noisy crowd and people 
playing pipes,  
24 he said, “Go away. The girl is not dead but asleep.” But they laughed at him.  
25 After the crowd had been put outside, he went in and took the girl by the hand, and she got 
up.  
26 News of this spread through all that region.” (Matthew 9:18 - 26 NIV) 

In the story, a certain synagogue-leader came and knelt before the Lord, and asked Him to bring 
his daughter back to life, at which point the Lord and His disciples rose and followed the Leader. 
The Leader was a Civil Judge or Magistrate who may have been based at  the Synagogue. 
Jesus was disliked by the Pharisees and the Sadducees, they were generally hypocrites who 
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were twisted in mind and utterance, lacking charity; so this man would probably have taken a 
risk in terms of his reputation, to be seen seeking Jesus’ help. He had great faith that the Lord 
could bring his daughter back to life.


This story, is repeated in both Mark’s Gospel and Luke’s. The details in each Gospel are slightly 
different because each is meant to impart spiritual knowledge to the reader; both at the 
subconscious level for those who have no awareness or knowledge of an internal spiritual 
meaning, and more consciously, for those who have this from Swedenborg’s Writings. Faith is at 
the centre of the story. Like all of Jesus’ miracles, it is a beautiful account which demonstrated 
our Lord’s love, compassion, and power acted out in this physical plane of life. However, what is 
perhaps not so obvious and just as miraculous is that the account also demonstrates the Lord’s 
ability to effect spiritual miracles then, now and to eternity; since those days, He has had the 
power to regenerate ordinary men and women through His Divine Human.   


There is a strong sense in this account that the Leader, the woman and the girl are ‘born again’,  
born to the reality of Jesus in their lives:


‘Jesus replied, "Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born 
again.”’ (John 3:3) 

Today, in this day and age, the Leader represents you or me and our own faith journeys. And the 
different elements of the sequence of the story can represent a sequence of spiritual events in 
the process of being born again to a new spiritual awareness and regenerated by the Lord to 
eternity. 


If we take the Leader to represent ourselves, then Jesus and His disciples‘ arising and following 
the Leader represents - in spiritual terms - the Lord’s love being stirred within us by our plea to 
Him when we are in very significant difficulty. His love – and His goodness and truth, represented 
by the disciples – then begin to make a descent from ‘above’, by way of the inner into the outer 
parts of the mind, in order to bring to life our entire spirit, right down to the most external part of 
the mind which is represented by the dead daughter. [Note also, that in Swedenborg’s Writings, 
the mind and the spirit are exactly the same thing; the common concept of ‘Spirit, Mind and 
Body’ or ‘Mind Body and Spirit’, being misconceptions which really should read: ‘Soul, Spirit 
and Body’, or what is the same, Soul, Mind and Body’.]


En-route to bringing the daughter back to life, Jesus heals a woman with a twelve-year bleed. It 
may well occur to you to ask the question as to whether all this really happened, and according 
to the Writings of our Church the answer is “yes” it really did happen in the physical plane of life. 
But at the same time the whole story represents ‘spiritual’ healings of the inner parts and outer 
parts of any person’s spirit or mind. 


The woman with the bleed approaches the Lord, and this seems like an incidental happening, 
but as already hinted at, in the spiritual sequence of events it represents an important stage in 
the spiritual healing of any person - which the leader represents - who wishes to enter into a full 
and dependent relationship with the Lord.
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She touches the hem of the Lord’s garment from behind; perhaps she is afraid to face Him; He 
turns and faces her and “sees” her. To “see” her means that He knew and understood everything 
about her. He would also have known the very significant risk she would have taken to do this in 
that society; as she would probably have been an outcast. Jesus tells her that her faith has 
healed her. From what she had seen and heard about Jesus, she knew that He could and would 
heal her. In the spiritual sense, this first healing represents a healing of our inner life 
[Swedenborg’s ‘Internal Man(homo)’ or Internal Person] which must happen first in the process 
of healing the whole person. 


In a spiritual sense, the woman with the bleed whom Jesus encounters represents an aspect of 
the inner life of the Leader or any person. This aspect is an inner affection for truth which has 
been bleeding away to the extent that all aspects of this affection had all but died (twelve 
represents the full spectrum). Without an affection for truth we have no interest in it or in learning 
it. I assume that even though this Leader was fundamentally a good man his constant 
companions at his workplace - the Pharisees and the Sadducees with their hypocrisy and 
falseness - had possibly ground down his beliefs to such an extent that, in his confusion, he had 
almost totally lost his affection for truth. He was not really aware of this; hence the Lord’s healing 
of ‘the woman’ seemed to come as a happenstance occurrence. 


He was however, fully aware that his daughter had died. A daughter in a spiritual sense 
represents an affection for good works. Incidentally, Jesus favourite disciple John represents 
good works; which to me at least implies that good works from genuine motives and from a 
sense of the Divine, are the ‘summum bonum’ of life. I am going to make an assumption that 
both the daughter and the corresponding spiritual quality within the Leader had both died. In our 
own spiritual life, if our spiritual ‘daughter’ dies then we have lost any desire to do good works. 
[Note, that in real life the loss of a daughter does not necessarily mean that a parent has lost an 
affection for good work.] 


If you or me had no desire whatsoever to do good works except from motives of self-interest, 
and this pricked our conscience, then this would hopefully, move us to the feet of our Lord. 
Hence the Leader visited Jesus; which in the spiritual sense would mean that a person would 
pray earnestly to the Lord for help.  


So Jesus then carries on to heal at the next stage, the outer life or [External Person] as 
represented by the daughter.


As Jesus approaches the Leader’s house, the noisy crowd of professional mourners and wailers 
are there; and Jesus puts them out, and they laugh at Him. He and the three disciples, Peter, 
James and John (not named in this Gospel account) and the parents went in to the dead girl. 
Jesus took the girl by the hand and she was raised. 


“I am the Lord your God who takes hold of your right-hand and says to you, do not fear, I will 
help you.” (Isaiah 41:13).  
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“The Lord directs the steps of the godly. He delights in every detail of their lives. Though they 
stumble, they will never fall, for the Lord holds them by the hand.” (Psalm 37:23,24) 

The hand represents the Lord’s power. In another account, Jesus says to the girl, “Talitha 
coumi”, which means something like “arise innocent little girl”; and she is twelve years old. This 
age is significant because it is the age when a Jewish girl was/is at the ‘age of majority’ when 
she was expected to start moving into her adulthood. The equivalent for a boy was thirteen. The 
word ‘innocent’ spiritually refers to a desire to be doing good work from child-like innocence, or 
what is the same, doing good work from pure motive devoid of self-interest. As Jesus said: 
"Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter the 
kingdom of heaven.” (Matt.18:3). Little children are in the innocence of ignorance whereas adults 
should be in the innocence of wisdom. That the girl is twelve and moving into womanhood – and 
women in general represent an affection in you or me for taking on true teachings from the 
Word, leading us to wisdom by applying these teachings to life – would support this principle.


A person who has lost any affection for doing good and seeks the Lord’s help will be helped first 
to heal a problem at a more internal level as signified by the woman with the bleed who touched 
the hem of the Lord’s garment. Remember that she represents a loss of affection for truth. His 
garment represents the literal meaning of the Word (in the Bible) and the hem being the lowest 
part, represented the most basic fundamental precepts of the Church as stated in the Word, 
such as: the Ten Commandments, the Law of Moses in general from the Five Books of the 
Pentateuch, and the Prophets. All of these speak of Love to the Lord and the neighbour and 
how to love them. The woman touching the hem means that we need to read and meditate 
prayerfully upon the fundamental precepts of the Word in order to inform or re-orientate 
ourselves with the Lord’s help and unscramble any ‘confused’ thinking we may have. From this, 
should spring a new affection and direction, for doing good work; but with wisdom (see also 
TCR 428). 


The Lord encountering the noisy crowd and putting them out signifies the tumultuous and noisy 
worldliness and materialism which surrounds most of us, and that we must reject it first if the 
Lord is to be able to enter in and heal us. 


This story is not only about the Leader and a wonderful story about the compassion, perception 
and healing power of the Lord at the literal level 2000 years ago; it is also about vivifying 
(bringing to life) the stages in a process of spiritual healing or regeneration which all those who 
approach the Lord in sincerity, faith and humility can experience. 


Notes and Quotes (for those who want to delve deeper): 

REMAINS 
Underpinning the whole story is the concept of ‘remains’. Remains are an essential gift from the 
Lord to all of us, without which no-one could be saved. Everyone receives them. It is remains 
which the leader and the woman drew on which led them to the Lord. The following quote from 
the Writings is - I think - fairly self explanatory:
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“Remains are all the states of love and charity, and consequently all the states of love and peace, 
with which a person is gifted. These states are bestowed on a person from infancy [by the Lord], 
but less, by degrees as a person advances to adult age; but, during regeneration, a person 
receives new remains besides the former, thus new life.” (AC 1738)  

NATURAL GOOD 
“Natural good is not really good, unless made spiritual good.” (AE 619)

“Natural (domestic) good is that which a person receives from their parents, or into which he is 
born, it is very different from the good of the natural which flows in from the Lord.” (AC 3518)


NATURAL ‘PERSON’ (Natural Man) 

“There are three kinds of Natural Person, one kind consists of those who know nothing of divine 
commandments; the second consists of those that do know that there are such 
commandments, but think nothing of a life according to them; and the third consists of those 
who despise and deny them.”  (DLW 249) 


SPIRITUAL GOOD 

“Spiritual good has its quality from the truths of faith (true teachings from the Word), their 
abundance and connection; but natural good is connate (inherited from family and 
environmental influence), and also comes into existence by means of things that happen, such 
as misfortune, disease and the like. Natural good saves no-one; but spiritual love saves all.” (AC 
7761)


“Spiritual goodness is of the spirit, being received by a new birth from the Lord.” (TCR 537)


EXTERNAL or NATURAL PEOPLE 
External people may take in the Word but don’t live a life according to true teachings from it, 
either from ignorance or intention. Their developing loves are love of self and worldly things. 
Their delights are leaning towards loving power over others, sensuality and materialism.  The 
need is for the spiritual to flow into the natural and make it aligned with it. This is achieved by 
doing genuine good work from true (not twisted) interpretations of the Word.


BORN AGAIN 
‘Jesus replied, "Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born 
again.”’ (John 3:3)


‘INTERNAL’ OR SPIRITUAL PEOPLE 

Spiritual people take in the Word from their senses - eyes and ears - and they look towards the 
Lord and heaven for enlightenment and live life accordingly. Their developing loves are: Love of 
the Lord and the neighbour; their delights are joy and peace


DAUGHTER 
Daughter signifies affection in general; Young Woman signifies affection in which is charity; and 
Damsel (or maiden or girl), affection in which is innocence. AC 3067
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WOMAN 
A woman: “Woman signifies the church from the affection for truth, … .” (AR 620). Remember: 
The Lord’s bride is the Church, and the Lord is the Word incarnate.


BLEEDING 
“Having an issue of blood signifies those who are in natural love, separate from spiritual love …”  
(AE 163/9). (Note: Goodness within Natural Love bleeds away if not guided by true teachings 
from the Word.)


“What follows talks about people (the seduced) who allow themselves to be seduced by others 
who make up false teachings from a delight in a love of self and the world .… Those who allow 
themselves to be seduced, are not like those whom they have followed (who have falsified truth 
and adulterated goodness), for these (the seducers) have seen the truth and changed it to favour 
their own selfishness and worldliness, thus perverting it; and afterwards these people (the 
seducers) are unable to turn themselves back to truth and acknowledge it (see AE 162). But 
those who have not done this (the seduced) but have allowed  themselves to be led away by 
those who have (the seducers), have not so much closed the internal or spiritual life within 
themselves; for they have not themselves falsified truth, but have put faith in those who have, 
because these false teachings sound like truth. For these (the seduced) think no more deeply 
than that their leaders must be believed because they are intelligent and wise; thus they hang 
upon the lips of a master. …” (AE 163, Paraphrased)


FAITH 
“Faith is an internal acknowledgement of truth.” (DF 1)


“Faith is an affection for truth from willing the truth because it is true; and willing the truth 
because it is true constitutes the very Spiritual of a person (or man).” (NJHD 112)


“ … The Lord healed this person and others according to their faith, because the first and 
primary thing of the church then to be established was to believe that the Lord is God Almighty, 
for without that faith, no church could have been established. For the Lord was (is) the God of 
heaven and earth, with whom no conjunction is possible except by an acknowledgement of His 
Divinity which acknowledgement is faith. …. But there must always be this historical faith 
before it becomes a saving faith with man by his learning truths from the Word, and living 
according to them.”

AE 815 /3,4 (relating to Mtt IX 18 - 25 and other quotes)


A living or saving Faith is that through believing that The Lord is the Divine Human, the Word 
incarnate, and that through His Word and true teachings from it, and a life lived accordingly, we 
can regenerate. He does - for ever - real spiritual miracles. He came that we “may have life and 
have it more abundantly” (Jn 10:10).
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Some ideas on the effects of the quality of faith on the Church: 
The Lord’s love is unchangeable but the loves of human beings will very slowly mutate into evil 
without the constant guidance of the Lord’s truth. Human ideas are completely fallible. We need 
Divine Revelation. The fall of the churches across history bears witness to this: 

“O send out thy light and thy truth: let them lead me; let them bring me unto thy holy hill, and to 

thy tabernacles.” (Ps 43:3).  Also  
“Faith is an internal acknowledgement of truth.” (DF 1) 

“… Take heart … your faith has healed you. …” (Matthew 9: 22.) 

• not enough compassion = church degenerates (‘hard’ church)

• not enough truth = church degenerates (‘soft’ church)

• genuine good work is compatible with a balanced church. (genuine = devoid of vested 

interest except the desire to serve God and the neighbour and thus enter into states of 
peace and joy (heaven)). It sees the neighbour’s interests in eternity; not just in this world.


• judgement moderated by compassion = justice or righteousness (right-ness) 


BED 
It is assumed that the girl is on a bed before she gets up.


“ … This is evident from the signification of a ‘bed’ as being the [faith of a] ‘natural’ person, also 
the teachings of false beliefs …” (AE 163) [There is nothing of the ‘spiritual’ mind within the 
completely natural mind. The spiritual mind is fed by the Word. The natural mind on its own is 
fed by the world. We ‘sleep’ on beds]


A SUMMARY: On what main characters represent? (note ‘=‘ means ‘represents’)

• The LORD = The Divine Love and Wisdom of His Divine Human

• DISCIPLES = The Goods & Truths which come forth from the Lord’s Love

• SYNAGOGUE LEADER = you or me

• THE DEAD DAUGHTER = Death of affection for good works in general (at the natural level - 

in life)

• WOMAN with a twelve year bleed = Loss of affection for true teachings from the Word 

(Twelve year = the full spectrum). 

• NOISY CROWD = Worldliness and tumultuous feelings (from promiscuity, greed, power-

mongering, razzmatazz etc.) must be shut out first, if a cure (regeneration of the spirit) is to 
be effected.


• THE GIRL = An affection for good works but with particular stress on ‘innocence’ (adult 
good works must be done from innocence, but ‘innocence of wisdom’).


• HISTORICAL FAITH = the faith that Jehovah God did come down to Earth in an earthly 
body, Glorified it and became the risen Lord Jesus Christ, the Divine Human for ever; and 
that He carried out physical miracles whilst on Earth. 


• SAVING or LIVING FAITH = that He can perform spiritual miracles (regeneration) for ever.
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Bibliography and key to the Writings of Swedenborg: 
Swedenborg’s Writings used: AR Apocalypse Revealed. AE Apocalypse Explained. AC Arcana 
Caelestia. TCR True Christian Religion. DLW Divine Love and Wisdom. DF Doctrine of Faith. 
NJHD New Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doctrine.

Other works used: 
William Bruce: Matthew, London 1866 (an exposition of Matthew’s Gospel).

George de Charms: Commentary on the harmony of the four gospels, 1978.

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE NEW CHURCH, PURLEY CHASE, CV9 2RQ UK.
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